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Hazard
Gossling

into : riff - F D# C 3x

 riff - F G

Fm                             Cm
Have you every felt like life s just a hazard?
Fm                        Cm                            Fm
Made up of tricks and dupe, for all the suckers out there
                               Cm             Fm
It s gonna get us all at one time, indefinitely
          G                 Fm
Watch out, there s no escape.
                    Ebm      Cm                 Fm
Have you ever felt like love s just like concrete
                       Ebm     Cm                  Fm
Poured out and left to harden, to be walked all over
                             Ebm       Cm      Fm
Sometimes you can leave your handprints in love
         G       Fm G Ab
Watch out, don t get stuck
                 G   Fm G Ab
Oh, this dubious life.
          G                  Fm
It s laid out in front of us.
                       Ebm Cm                                  Fm
When you didn t expect it, fireworks went off with a mass sound
                                        G   Ab        Bbm        Fm
When you think the worst is to come it unexpectedly turns around
                        Ebm Cm                  Fm
When you didn t expect it, fire circles around you
                                    G   Ab        Bbm
When you think it s closing in, it unexpectedly turns around.

into : riff - F D# C 2x

Fm                   Ebm   Cm                   Fm
Have you ever felt like your world is riot-proof
                      Ebm     Cm                    Fm
You ve got barricades and walls as high and mountains
                        Ebm     Cm                  Fm
You ve blocked yourself off from the fools out there
         G       Fm G Ab
Watch out, don t get stuck
                 G   Fm G Ab
Oh, this dubious life.
          G                  Fm



It s laid out in front of us.

                       Ebm Cm                                  Fm
When you didn t expect it, fireworks went off with a mass sound
                                        G   Ab        Bbm        Fm
When you think the worst is to come it unexpectedly turns around
                        Ebm Cm                  Fm
When you didn t expect it, fire circles around you
                                    G   Ab        Bbm
When you think it s closing in, it unexpectedly turns around.
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